Chiaryn C.

Crime in Sunnyvale
Hi my name is Rebecca. I'm a rabbit. I live in a sunnyvale everything is
pretty good for a rabbit but nothing bad happens to rabbits our schedule is
eat,sleep and be cute. Someone always wants to touch us and hold us. My
mom Alice says to run away but i go straight for it. I hop all the way over to
the girl she said ‘aww i think she likes me’ the girl turns her head and said
in a booming voice ‘DADDY’ her father replied ‘yes’ ‘I WANT THIS BUNNY’
said the girl. Rebecca wanted to scream because of how loud she was.
Rebecca was excited but didn't know what would happen next.
Chapter two beverly manner
Rebecca arrived at beverly manner. Rebecca started to think why do they
have a big name on a sign then she got it , it was their last name their last
name was beverly. now what rebecca was wondering was what is the girls
name suddenly the car came to a stop. Rebecca wondered why because
we weren't even half way down the road. suddenly i was carried out of the
car in my cage that i hated but kind of liked it. We walked and walked i saw
a bunch of animals a goat a tiger a cow a horse a lamb a dog a cat a bunch
of bunnies no rabbits though. i feel like i'm going to be put into the bunny
cage and i can't handle bunnies then i heard someone say where here.
Chapter three welcome home
‘Welcome home’ said a booming voice ‘mommy’ said the girl ‘Machale’ said
the woman ‘Machale’ that's the girls name Rebecca thought. Machale and
the woman had a long hug then the mother said something. Rebecca was
interested now she was saying something about the animals and that they
are disappearing. machale started to cry ‘why are they disappearing’
Rebecca wondered the same thing why are they disappearing. Rebecca
wanted to sleep outside so that if the thief comes she can catch him. so

she begs and begs finally she goes outside and finds outside. there are
350 animals she also heard from the woman say they lost 50. suddenly
they go to sleep and then Rebecca sees something she can't make out
what it is then she sees a …
Chapter four the crime
Nother Bunny Rebecca cried why another bunny. Then she heard
something else she could hear footsteps she could tell it's a human. then
she was captured and the bunny cage door was left open. Rebecca stayed
calm and didn't wiggle for she was afraid he would hurt her. She waited
until the car came to a stop and the bag rebecca was in was taken up and
she was put into another cage. she was surprised he didn't lock the cage
because it was cracked. So Rebecca hopped very lightly and found a desk
and hopped onto it. She found a note on the desk and tried to pry it up. The
note came off perfectly she saw the door to the outside it was open the
person was outside. Rebecca hopped out of the warehouse and into the
street.

Chapter five the po.po.
She found out she was 1 minute away from her house. She got to the
house and went through the doggy door and went up stairs and woke up
the beverlys and they said ‘you little trespasser’ I handed them the address
and they said ‘this is the address to the warehouse’ ‘ this is where the
animals are call the police’ said Miss Beverly. The police came and went
into the warehouse they found the guy who stole all the animals and he
was locked up. Everything was good for a rabbit especially her life.

